Story and
Gameplay
The Most Epic Journey…

Terms and Confusion
– Story, Theme, Context
• I use all of these in a some6mes confused manner
(because I am confused), but in general mean the
world, background, environment, 6leset and not
speciﬁc plot points
• If I was talking about movies I would almost say genre

– These are just rough ideas thrown together incase
there is nothing to present today.

The Complaint
– All major games come in 001 of 101 narra6ve
seGngs, in 001 of 001 colors and with characters
once played by Dolph Lundgren.

What Makes a Good Game?
(With a story)

• A good game has a story that cannot be
separated from the gameplay
– Luke said something along these lines when trying to
describe Ocarina of Time and I ﬁnd it to be true of my
favorite games as well.

• Story provides context to the ac6ons the player
must perform in the gameplay
• The results of the gameplay feed back into the
story by moving it forward.
• Can we agree on this?

What Does this Mean?
(As Far as Story and Gameplay?)

– Good games are driven by solid gameplay
• Story should not get in the way of gameplay
– (see many of the FPS games we have talked about)

– Coherent(?) gameplay requires context
• Story provides that context (NEXT SLIDE!)
• …but some gameplay needs only the thinnest of
contexts (see classic arcade games)
• Even the most basic game s6ll has a simple narra6ve
framework of “shoot these guys, they are bad because
they can hurt you”
• Without a story you have to explain EVERYTHING.

Context?
(Not Context Sensitive!)

– Example:
• In Call of Duty 4 you understand the basic rules of the game and
how the mechanics work because they are placed into a context
which you understand.

– Call of Duty would not be as accessible or easy to
understand where the same game mechanics placed in a
narra6ve context the player did not already understand.
• The average player understands what an AK‐47 is and how to use
it. He/she also understands moving about and hiding behind walls
when in a war zone, because we have all been trained by previous
media experience.

– Katamari works within its story/context because it enables
the gameplay to make sense while not geGng in the way

Where is all this Going?
(Hopefully Somewhere)

– I have an idea why the thema6c palece of gaming
is so limited in current popular* games.
• I argue there are games with good story/characters all
the 6me, but Bryant is right, almost no one plays them.

– Perhaps there is a way we could expand it?

Putting it together
(maybe this provides access to hidden areas)

– Games (currently) have a very limited set of ac6ons
the player can perform
– These ac6ons, which combined in various ways, form
the core mechanics of the most popular game genres
(FPS, 3rd Person Shooter, Sandbox etc)
– There are a limited number of narra6ve contexts in
which these mechanics make sense*
• By make sense I mean are instantly understandable,
relatable, etc for the average player

– Thus making “good games” in the standard genres we
end up with a bunch of Sci‐Fi, War, Fantasy etc worlds.
– In order to expand this…

It is a Cycle
(The kind without the rewards)

– In order for the range of (themes, stories, characters,
worlds) in games to expand in a meaningful way we
need gameplay to support it.
• Yes everyone ever has complained that all you do in games
are physical ac6ons and those are exactly the things you
don’t even worry about in tradi6onal media most of the
6me.
• …BUT this way of looking at the rela6onship to story and
games is interes6ng to me as I have always complained that
the stories weren’t good enough, but as George has noted,
oien the gameplay doesn’t require it.
• This may allow us to focus our energy as we look for ways
tell stories, interac6vely.

